Coco Mats Vinyl-Backed

Cleaning depends on usage
1. Remove mats from original floor surface and lay flat on clean floor surface
2. Vacuum regularly-daily in high traffic applications, weekly in lower traffic applications with a power
head containing a beater bar
a. Turn matting over and run beater bar, dry vacuum on back side of matting
b. Clean up dirt/debris from floor (sweep, vacuum, damp mop, etc.)
3. Use any neutral synthetic detergent with tepid water (1/2 cup per gallon of water). Hand brush method
will yield best results. Use sponge or cloth to remove suds
a. Do not allow any type of solvent based cleaner to saturate the face yarns or come in contact
with the vinyl backing. Some solvents may interact negatively with the vinyl backing. When in
doubt of suitability of the cleaner to be used, test a small area on the back of the mat
b. If cocoa matting is saturated with water, expansion may occur. Mat will return to approximate
original size when dry. Some trimming may be necessary of mat is recessed

4. Use a mat rack to hang dry or lay on a flat surface to dry completely
5. Return mat over a clean dry floor
IMPORTANT
(Unless your mat has been tested for use of these chemicals):
6. Shedding condition is not a cocoa mat defect, but rather common to all new mats.
This will disappear after a few vacuuming’s

7. DO NOT use BLEACH or any BUTYL-BASED DEGREASER regardless of where the mat is used.
Usage of these chemicals will void the product warranty
8. Exposing the mat to any other chemicals other than what the mats designed for may adversely
affect the service of this product
9. Improper cleaning, handling, folding, or use of commercial dishwashers for cleaning mats will
shorten expected useful life of the mat and may void the warranty
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